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Happy holidays gift card template

Gift cards offer options. Stuck on what to give this man with everything? Hotel chain gift cards offer a variety of options, from providing a family weekend to afternoon tea for two. For example, with a Marriott gift card, you can choose a theme; Spa, golf or food or put the focus on the individual hotel brand
you know the best of the recipient. It's even cashing in for merchandise ShopMarriott.com. Whichever way you go, your family member can use a GiftCard to escape their choice of 3,000 Marriott brand locations worldwide. You can also earn Marriott reward points with the purchase of GiftCards. Place
orders until December 18 for delivery by December 25, 2010. Contact: 1-888-236-2427; gifts.marriott.com this content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their e-mail addresses. You may be able to find more information about this similar content at
piano.io many holiday shoppers striving not to buy gift cards for their friends and families as gifts, because the idea is that you took the easy way out of buying someone a gift. Personally, I think gift cards can be just as personal as a traditional gift, as long as you buy the right gift card for that person on
your list. For instance, buying a Best Buy gift card for your mom who has no interest in electronics would be a waste. But buying a Best Buy gift card for someone like me, who loves new gadgets, would be a great gift for me. So, here are my 10 best gift cards to consider for people on your list. Amazon
Gift Card: It's the perfect gift for someone who hates fighting the crowds at the retail store to buy. If you know someone who likes to buy things online, but you have no idea what kind of gift card to get them, get an Amazon card. They can choose from almost anything they want on Amazon. Gas Gift Card:
Gas is cheap now, but that doesn't mean a gas card isn't still a cool gift card to give. Now, a $25 gift card can get someone a full tank of gas and not half a tank like it was a few months ago. You can see it as impractical, but it's certainly practical. If I got a gas gift card, I'd use it right away, where it's been
sitting in my wallet for six months. Favorite Restaurant Gift Card: These are great for your parents or married couple that you are close to. We like to make a theme like a date-to-dinner present about us. We'll get someone a gift card for their favorite restaurant and a movie gift card. It's a great way to help
a relationship by letting them get away for the night. If they have children, offer to babysit them for the night! Spa Gift Card: It is perfect for your mother, spouse, girlfriend, sister, or daughter. They'll love the chance to treat themselves. Car Maintenance Gift Card: I hate paying to maintain my cars. It's
expensive and it's an inconvenience to your life. Make it easier for someone to help them pay for it. It Great for a single mother or older women. Liquor Store Gift Card: It sounds weird, and definitely doesn't get it for someone who might have a problem with alcohol. But, if you know a couple who like to
make mixed drinks or entertain a lot, they will definitely enjoy this gift card, because no one likes to buy their alcohol! Home Maintenance Gift Card: A Home Depot gift card or Lowe's gift card is perfect for someone who's bought a house or someone special who likes to do home projects. We just bought a
house, and I'm keeping my fingers crossed that people are going to get us these gift cards. A gift card for a museum or amusement park: Any gift card you can think of that allows a family, a couple, or you and a friend to go out and enjoy doing something is an amazing gift. Gift card to their favorite
clothing store: Gift cards become more personal when you take the time to figure out someone's favorite store. If you buy your mom, sister, or wife, figure out what store they're buying the most clothes from, and they'll appreciate these gift cards the most. iTunes Gift Card: Great stocking filling, great for
kids for grandparents, and no one enjoys buying their own music. But, iTunes is so much more than music now. You can buy audiobooks, movies, and TV shows. See why 218,388 people sign up for our newsletter. RD.COM holidays and keeping unsure what to get the hard person to want on your
holiday shopping list? Don't worry, set up the most versatile and delightful gift cards people really want. Via amazon.comLands End is known for their cosy winter wear and trend-resistant foundations for the whole family, so almost everyone on your list is sure to buy something they like, whether it's a scarf
or a sweater, with one of their gift cards. Buy Now Via amazon.com if the person on your list likes to see movies on the big screen, AMC Theaters Gift Card is a great choice. They can use the card for movie tickets and snacks, popcorn, and other concessions to page goodies. Buy Now Via amazon.com
they'll love a Cold Stone Cream gift card, which can make a fun solo snack, a family-friendly trip, or a fun, impromptu date night for two. The chain is known for customizable frozen sweets, but gift cards can also be used on their famous ice cream cakes and desalination pieces. Buy Now Via amazon.com
If you know a runner in your life who's looking for new sneakers, but you don't want to invest in the wrong size, color, or style, the finish line gift card is the perfect token of your affection. They offer styles of men, women and children to suit a wide range of needs and tastes. Check out these other gift ideas
for fitness lovers in your life. Buy Now Via amazon.com you can easily gift someone the chance to escape, cash in their honeymoon expenses, or help a bud entrepreneur get his or her show on the road a little easier with a smart Hotels.com card. It can be used to book a wide range of hotels around the
world, and it certainly won't stay Dust. Order now via amazon.com one that's almost guaranteed to please every teen with an iPhone on your list, but it's also great for almost every other Apple user you know. An iTunes gift card can be used for app downloads, music choices and even subscriptions to
services. Buy Via now amazon.com they are known for their sweet personalities, it only makes sense to reward them with a very tasty gift of hot coffee and pancakes. Yes, believe it or not, you can buy IHOP gift cards online, and they must be a success with early early early days, students pulling all night,
as well as almost anyone with a sweet tooth (although they are known for their burgers now, too). Buy now Via amazon.com if they are known to love thoughtful, practical gifts like homewares, kitchen gadgets, and easy-to-wear fashion, a JCPenney gift card will earn them. In addition, you can point them
to our list of the 50 hottest holiday gifts from JCPenney.Buy Now Via amazon.com If she's like a magnet for all things flashy, unicorn-laden, and absolutely charming for girls and teens, a Justice gift card will make her smile from ear to ear. She can collect hair accessories, new dresses, fun leggings, and
more in the store or online. Here are more Christmas presents your teen really likes. Buy now Via amazon.com you don't already know donuts were trending, let it be the economical news that solves your Secret Santa troubles and gifting budget-minded. Krispy Kreme Gift Card is an ideal proposition for
almost anyone interested in a hot mug of Joe's and a sweet treat. Buy Now Via amazon.com couple on your list will love a gift card for McCormick and Smick's, a chain known for their high-end seafood and stykes. They can use your generous gift for a romantic dinner, and if you're a real sport, you'll keep
the kids for their night out. Buy now Via amazon.comA Panera bread gift card is especially useful for workplace colleagues known to rush to a lunch salad, sandwich, soup, or almost any other still healthy hearty ingredient of eating at lunchtime. Panera bread is known for their extensive (tempting) bakery
selection, but also for their diet-friendly salad offerings, which will surely be content with just about anyone. Here are more perfect ideas than a secret Santa gift that everyone will love. Buy Now Via amazon.comSur La Table is the ultimate source of home chef inspiration with everything from appliances
and gadgets to decorative tools constantly on display. It's also not the average shopping place in the kitchen, because the upscale merchant also sells amazing bedding and table linens, seth and arty coffee mugs worthy of Instagramming.Buy now Via amazon.comIf he or she is the most informed person
you know (or vice versa), they sure will make great use of a gift card for the container store. They can load up on clean, manicured shoeboxes for storage that lack confusion, high-quality hangers, closet dads-doo, and almost-on organizing insebility Another corner of life and home. Buy Via now
amazon.com If she likes bold new eyeliner, classic nail polish, much-needed face wash, or almost anything else she might store in a medicine cabinet, she'll go wild on an Ulta Beauty gift card. She can use it to stock up on exclusives from It Cosmetics, hard-to-find eye creams, ultramassine curl softener,
and all the basics like nail files, tooth-wide ers and more. To make it even more special, pair it with one of these easy DIY Christmas presents. Buy Now Via amazon.comGood Health is something we can all get behind, and helping someone achieve their clean eating goals is a gift that deserves real
admiration. A whole foods gift card will help that special someone in your life stock up on incredibly positive eating options like organic fruits and vegetables, locally produced dairy products, and their fresh salad bar. Buy Now Via amazon.com If they're into home scent, DIY spa nights, or just the



comforting glow of a high-quality candle, they'll love you for life when you give them a Yankee candle gift card. It can be used on anything from seasonal favorites with heartwarming spice notes to classic new beginnings and clean sheets. Check out these personal gifts that go the extra way. Buy now Via
amazon.comSomeone on your list must be a lover of hearty Italian specialties and, for this person, the token of Maggiano's gift card will be especially welcome. They can share a huge dish of lasagna or other delicious pasta recipes with a friend, loved one, or with you. (We hope it's you.) Buy Now Via
amazon.com their adrenaline starts when the speed goes up, they'll thank you plentifully on a NASCAR experience gift card. This allows them to touch, see, smell, and really ride together for the real NASCAR experience, available in a number of large metropolitan areas. Buy now Via amazon.comNation
means you're pretty special to me like the gift of steaks and sides, right? We are convinced this meat company gift card and mail ordering parties is the perfect year-round gift for foodie on your list. Look at these 30 gifts for men that make you look like a hero. Buy now Via amazon.comIf she falls in love
with all the insanely cool gadgets and beauty gear she sees on QVC, she'll love a gift card to purchase what fits her latest whim. She can load up on really unique fitness equipment, kitchen locks that are sure to optimize her cooking experience, and flattering outfits stand for machine laundry and real life.
We can also help you find the perfect best friend gift for any kind of friend. Buy now Via amazon.comA Starbucks gift card can only be the most practical gift card on our list, because sure, it can be used for these much-needed morning caffeine boosts, but it's also a great way to keep your friends turned
on with afternoon snacks and special coffee moments this weekend. Buy now Via amazon.comA gift card for Jo-Ann stores can be used on an almost endless range of Choices, but it's also a passport to super fun ideas to design for the whole family. Everything from stamp art to artificial flowers can be
found in the paradise of this piece, and a safe gift card will inspire a lot of creativity. Find out how to stay on budget this holiday season without feeling Grinch-y. Buy Now Via amazon.com you can use this Amazon gift card for the wild card on your list, like a secret Santa or a cousin you haven't seen
forever. It can be used for almost anything - whether it's a wait or face masks. Plus, you can point to the things you can purchase on Amazon for less than a dollar so they can really use your gesture. Here are even more Christmas gift ideas for people you can't buy for. Buy NowDisclossour: This post is
brought to you by Reader's Digest editors, who aim to highlight products and services that might be of interest to you. If you buy them, we may receive a small share of revenue from our partners, such as Amazon Services LLC Associates program. We often get free products from manufacturers to test.
This has not prompted our decision as to whether a product is evaluated or recommended. We welcome your feedback. Do you have anything you think we should know about? Send us an e-mail at [Protected E-mail]. Originally published: September 26, 2018 2018
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